"A very civilized touring car for people who want to travel rapidly in style."
(Road & Track)

The Volvo 1800 S has a smart interior
with distinguished fittings for functional
precision. The comfortable seats with
many adjustment possibilities for individual tastes, are upholstered with firstclass hide. The remaining upholstery
consists of patterned textile-reinforced
plastic. Pile carpets cover the floor and
propeller shaft hump.
The controls are precision designed and
perfectly located while the instrumentation is comprehensive and arranged so
that it can be read at a glance.

The Volvo 1800 S is a very spacious car.
I n addition to the two comfortable seats
there is an occasional extra seat behind
where children or even a grownup can
travel for short distances. Luggage accommodation is generous. In addition to
the boot, the backrest on the occasional
seat can be folded down and then forms
an extra platform for luggage.

The heater/defroster system is thermostat-controlled and has an extremely
high capacity. In addition there is a
powerful two-speed fan.
Safety plays a very important part in the
design of this car. Soft-padded sun
vizors, crash-padded dashboard and a
l aminated glass windscreen constitute a
few of the safety factors. Three-point
safety belts are installed before the car
leaves the factory.

The B 18 engine with its output of 115
b.h.p. SAE is a pedigree unit for performance, acceleration and toughness. It
has a high torque over a wide range of
engine speed. This means very smooth

driving in heavy city traffic and also the
resources for fast, safe overtaking at
high speed on the open road.

The gearbox - four-speed plus overdrive - is fully synchronized. The short
robust gear lever has clearly marked
positions. The overdrive permits low
engine speed when driving the car fast.
Further advantages are a lower level of
engine noise and even better fuel economy.

Power-assisted disc brakes front and
drum brakes rear ensure dependable
braking even when driving the car very
fast and applying the brakes frequently.
An extra safety factor is a reduction
valve in the brake line to the rear
wheels. This produces a distribution in
the braking force between the front and
rear suspensions which coincides with
the distribution of axle pressure while
the car is being braked.
The Volvo 1800 S now requires no allround lubrication whatsoever.

The rigid and solidly built body is provided with first-class rust-proofing which
i s of a permanent character. The finish
- five coats on top of phosphating and
primer - results in a hard glossy surface which maintains its brilliance for
a very long time in all climates.

The road-holding of this car is in a class
of its own and results in safe and comfortable travelling on all types of roads.
Braced tread tyres mean perfect adhesion and can stand up to long periods
of high-speed driving.

